THE LAMBIS ENGLEZOS SCHOLARSHIP
BACKGROUND
The Lambis Englezos Scholarship has been established to recognise the work of the amateur
Greek-Australian historian and MHS Old Boy, Lambis Englezos (MHS Class 1971).
Through his research and persistence, he has provided final recognition and dignity to fallen
Australian soldiers killed during the first action of Australian troops on the Western Front on
July 19, 1916 at Fromelles, a small village in northern France.

THE LAMBIS ENGLEZOS SCHOLARSHIP
This Scholarship is available to Old Boys currently enrolled in tertiary studies of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences.
The Scholarship will contribute $2,000 towards the costs of further study with an additional
contribution of $3,000 towards the costs of a study tour to undertake a relevant research project
where applicable.
The aim of the scholarship is to foster improved understanding of Australian-French relations
by supporting research by a Melbourne High School Old Boy currently undertaking
undergraduate studies in any area of study with relevance to current or past Australian-French
relations or common interest.

CRITERIA
Applicants should
•

Be an MHS Old Boy currently enrolled in any unit of tertiary study with relevance to
current or past Australian-French relations or common interest.

•

The research project may or may not form part of the applicant’s tertiary course
requirements.
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APPLICATIONS
•

Applications should be submitted via the supplied APPLY HERE button on
www.mhsoba.asn.au/scholarships and outline the proposed research project the
applicant intends to undertake either in Australia or overseas.

•

A personal statement in support of the application (not exceeding 500 words) should
also be submitted.

•

Any evidence of financial hardship should accompany applications.

•

The successful applicant will be required to submit a project report and present their
findings to an MHS community meeting by the end of the calendar year.

Peter Stathopoulos
President
MHSOBA Inc.
president@mhsoba.asn.au
(03) 9824 0480

Peter Douros
Chair, Scholarships Sub-committee
MHSOBA Inc.
peter.douros@mhsoba.asn.au
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